Security solutions @BlackBearIT

Wireless CCTV systems from just £250!
Monitor just about anything with a complete wireless CCTV system from as little as £250 one off cost, even
better have a maintenance agreement so should you have problems the up keep is just as cost effective.

Increased productivity

Possible applications

As the saying goes you can’t be in two places at
any one time, well with a secure CCTV system
you can almost be. Ensure that your staff are
doing what they should be and are safe. You
can claw back all those hours of lost productivity
by ensuring that staff is doing what they should
be, when they should be, without having to
stand over them. Put an end to the countless
hours of running round checking that everything
is done and everyone doing what they should
be.

Do you often have to move between offices,
monitor land and assets whether this be
equipment, livestock or people. Well this
could suit you perfectly. Do you have a shop
where you need to monitor the general public
for theft or indeed your staff for performance?
The applications for such a system are endless.

Security & peace of mind
Our cameras are HD ready and infrared, what
does this mean to you? Well picture quality is
crystal clear making it easy to identify objects or
people on camera, automatic triggering on
motion and night vision means our cameras can
see as well at night as during the day so lurking
in the dark is no longer a good place to hide.
Offsite recording and cloud centralisation means
you can view your cameras anywhere and
recordings are safe and secure. Damaging a
camera or even stealing it will not erase the
evidence, also these run 24 hours a day 7 days a
week.

As the cameras are wireless should you chose
to move one this can be done cost effectively,
all you need is power and a wireless
connection, no expensive network rewiring.
The solution is scalable so if you need another
camera just buy a camera, you don’t need
another full system.

Pricing
All components of a Wireless CCTV system are
available individually however we have some
simple bundles to get you started. These start
from as little as £250 and increase as we add
cameras and configuration time. The bundle
price is what you pay, we won’t add countless
hours to the charge or inflate the costs. Any
issues are highlighted during a survey so you
know exactly what this will cost before you
commit to buy.

Benefits at a glance
Scalable: Easily add additional cameras should you grow the system
Resilient: All recordings are kept offsite and can be accessed with a simple internet connection.
Affordable: Prices start from as low as £250 with no additional ongoing costs.
Cost saving: Save money by working more efficiently.
Adaptable: Move cameras without costly expense, cameras simply require power and WI-FI.
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Wireless CCTV Systems

We can install a complete solution to monitor just about anything from your place of work or home for your
peace of mind, keep an eye on your staff, customers or valuables anywhere anytime from just about any device.

